BATHROOM DESIGN

We understand that everyone has different requirements for their bathroom and strive to find a bespoke solution that is the perfect
fit for each client, irrespective of their preferences for design or budgetary constraints. We want to create a bathroom for you that
meets your every specification and exceeds expectations.
Consultation

An initial consultation provides us with a preliminary understanding of your interests and preferences, while allowing you the
opportunity to become familiar with our capabilities. During our first meeting, vital information will be gathered from you regarding
the overall project, style preferences, functional requirements and budget. Providing us with images or links to website of the
bathrooms that have inspired you will assist in the design. We will finish by taking site measurements checking against plans.
Preliminary Conceptual Bathroom Design

Using the prepared plans, we will evaluate your space and use the information to present you with a floor plan showing the proposed
layout , mood boards and preliminary budget costs .
3D rendered images can also be created on request which are listed as an additional service within the summery of fees.
Secondary Conceptual Room Design

Following on from the preliminary design we will review and incorporate the discussed design and present you with a revised design
including plans, 3D rendered images if included , electrical & lighting design, details of unwarrantable building work, specification of
sanitary ware, cabinetry, floor and wall coverings. An updated cost plan for the project will also be presented for discussion
If required, we can visit our supplier’s showrooms to assist in the selection of appropriate tilling sanitary ware .This service is outlined
within the summary of the fee proposal.

Final Project Review and Sign Off

Finally, we will review detailed plans, any 3D rendering images and exact pricing for all aspects of the project.
Following agreement, we will sign and schedule the refurbishment into the into the overall project.

